Claim # 18-15
Nadiya Perepelitsa
Mail box damage by plow $275.00

Claim# 18-16
Lisa Romani
Vehicle damage – city tree $279.89

Claim# 18-17
Mitchell Nadeau
Vehicle towed $147.30

Claim #18-18
Elizabeth Gaskins
Vehicle Damage – pot hole $300.00

Claim #18-19
Darren Wuensch
Vehicle Damage – pot hole $300.00

Claim #18-20
Joanie Hebert
Mail box damage by plow $?

Claim #18-21
Stoddard Bennet
Vehicle damage $200.00

Claim #18-22
Timothy McLellan
Vehicle damage $300.00

Claim #18-23
Carla Boutin
City tree fell on house $300.00

Claim #18-24
Stephanie Tindell
Vehicle damage $299.31

Claim #19-1
John Radzuik
Fence damaged by city tree $300.00

Claims tabled from 4/12/2018

Claim #18-1
Joanna Collado
Fence damaged by city tree $300.00

Claim #18-2
Janel Cruz-Santos
Vehicle towed $153.80

Claim #18-5
Daniel & Mindy Adams
Vehicle damage - pot hole $300.00

Claim #18-8
Juan Colon
Vehicle towed $224.08

Claim #18-9
Lena Saleh
Vehicle damage – pot hole $300.00

Claim previously denied by committee to be re-visited

Claim #18-3
Takira Long
Vehicle damage $233.33

Additional Agenda Items:
1. Approve minutes from last meeting
2. Review existing claims guidelines